Bears Have Been Seen In Your Area Recently...

Date:

Bears have an excellent sense of smell and may be attracted to many items in your yard.

Do you have any of these?
✓ Garbage cans
✓ Birdfeeders
✓ Animals or pets
✓ Barbeque grills
✓ Fruit trees
✓ Compost bins

Help prevent encounters with bears and avoid property damage at home.

Read important **Bear Smart Tips** on reverse side.
Bear Smart Tips
Keep this for future use or share with a friend

Bears in search of easy calories, such as garbage, bird seed and animal food, may associate your yard with an effortless meal and repeatedly return for the reward.

Bears that are inadvertently fed by people often lose their fear of humans and may become aggressive. Wildlife agencies may be forced to kill the bears as a result.

* A Fed Bear is a Dead Bear.

To keep our neighborhood safe, please follow these Bear Smart Tips:

- Store garbage indoors or in bear-resistant garbage cans. Place outside only on the morning of garbage pick-up.
- Hang bird and hummingbird feeders 10 feet off the ground and 10 feet from supports.
- Feed pets indoors and do not leave pet, livestock, or poultry feed outdoors.
- Keep barbecue grills clean and grease-free. Store inside if possible.
- Pick all ripe fruit promptly and clear the ground of fallen fruit.
- Enclose composts, fruit trees, beehives and chicken coops with chain link or electric fencing.
- Keep pets inside at night if possible.

Do your part to keep our families and neighbors safe — and bears in the wild.

For more information about living safely with wildlife visit: www.bearinfo.org.

Report all bear sightings to neighbors and:
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
877-933-9847 or call 911